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Conversational Recommendation through Language Models 
Conversational Recommender Systems (CRS) are designed to jointly tackle two sub-tasks: 1) generating natural language responses to interact with the user 
(conversation); and 2) recommending desirable items to user based on dialogue context (recommendation). CRS can be classified into attribute-based methods: 
collecting use preference on items attributed to narrow down the item recommendation space ; and generation-based methods: acquiring feedback from users 
through natural language exchanges. We focus on generation-based CRS.
Jointly modelling language generation and item recommendation is not straightforward. Prior work typically use a knowledge graph (KG) containing items 
semantics and a graph neural network (GNN) to learn items representations. Language generation is learned through a language model (LM). The GNN and 
LM being optimized independently, the whole system suffers from inconsistency between items representations and words representations.
Attempts to fix this inconsistency, like UNICRS, require training for multiple stages to unify both semantic spaces. Recent work MESE bypasses the need for a 
KG, but still fine-tunes several pre-trained LMs (two DistilBERT and a GPT-2).  
In this work, we propose the first truly unified CRS: fine-tuning a single LM (GPT-2) through a single training stage. 

Model

Fig 1. Overall architecture of our system PECRS.

Training

The dialogue context is represented by the [REC] token appended to the 
concatenation of utterances:

Each movie item is associated with a textual description in the template:
Movie Title [SEP] Actors [SEP] Director(s) [SEP] Genre [SEP] Plot
We use the LM to encode each movie, through an item head and pooling layer:

...... 
Seeker: You really like the movies you suggest. Any
other Will Ferrell movies you can suggest? 
Recommender: Yes, otherwise I would be wasting
your time. 
Seeker: True. 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Recommender: I recommend you to check [MOVIE].

Item DB
...

The Other Guys [SEP] actors
[SEP] genre [SEP] plot ...

Batman Returns [SEP] actors
[SEP] genre [SEP] plot ...

Black Panther [SEP] actors
[SEP] genre [SEP] plot ...
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The LM is enhanced with special tokens: [ITEM], [SEP], [REC], [REC_END].

For each context, we randomly sample M negative items.
We use an NCE approach to bring closer the dialogue context representation 
dt and the positive item vp, where f is an MLP:

The recall loss learns to retrieve the positive item:

We then re-rank items (following MESE) with a score predicting if the item 
is the positive one, conditioning on the context + item representations:

The dialogue generation is trained with a standard next-token prediction:

The final loss is a linear combination of all 3 losses:

We optimize the LM layers through LoRA modules.

During training, we append the ground truth item for response generation.
We share negative items for recall and re-rank losses. At inference, we 
append the top re-ranked item to the context to prompt response generation. 

Table 1. Recommendation results on ReDial.

Table 2. Ablation on ReDial.

Table 6. Comparison to zero-shot instruction-tuned 
LLMs on INSPIRED.

Table 3. Ablation on the textual description fields 
on INSPIRED with PECRS-small.

Table 4. Conversation results on ReDial.

Table 5. Human evaluation of generated 
responses on ReDial, with 3 human volunteers.

Fig 2. Influence of the M parameter (number of 
negatives). We decouple M between training and 

inference. Higher M value performs better.

Fig 3. Performance per number of conversation 
turns in the context.

Table 7. Conversation performance on ReDial for 
several decoding strategies.

Recommendation Results

Conversation Results

Analysis

PECRS-medium reaches comparable 
Recall to SOTA fine-tuned LMs.

Experimental Setup
• We experiment on ReDial and INSPIRED datasets.
• We train with AdamW and learning rate 3.10-5, warming up one epoch.
• Mtrain is set to 150, Minference to 700.
• Losses are balanced with α = 0.15, 𝛽 = 0.85 and 𝛾 = 1.00.

PECRS-medium reaches SOTA conversation performance.

We advocate for reference-based 
conversation evaluation (Table 7).

Table 1. Recommendation results on ReDial and INSPIRED.


